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THE PROBLEM 
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CHAPTER I 
THE PROBLFM 
The purpose of this study was to inquire into the knowledge and 
understandings of pupils in grades five through nine concerning the United 
Nations. The study involved: (1) the making of a United Nations test to 
be given in grades five through nine, (2) the tabulating and interpreting 
of results of the test. 
Within the twentieth century there have been two world wars and at 
the present time there is great international conflict and confusion. 
Countries, like people, do not all thillk the same way. When neighbors 
disagree, there are several courses of action open to them. They can 
respect each others opinions and go their awn way, arrive at a compromise, 
take their troubles to court, or fight. Individuals have found that 
reason and law are better ways of settling problems. Nations have the 
same ways to settle disputes. Since improved transportation and communi-
cation have made all people neighbors, dependent on each other in many 
ways, a war in any part of the world can involve everyone sooner or later. 
As wars have become so destructive that no one really wins, fighting is 
not even a practical solution. We must, then, develop a world society 
which works for us all. The same modern developments that make world 
wars possible also make it possible to have a world united for peace.~./ 
:Y "Haw The United Nations Began~ United Nations Publication (Lake 
Success, New York: Department of Public Information, 1950) p. 1-3 
The United Nations, now five years old, has sought to promote world 
understanding. The organization itself can be no stronger than the 
peoples it represents. It is necessar.y that these people be well informed. 
Trygve Lie, Secretary-General of the United Nations, states: 
"I cannot express too heavilY ~ convictions that the success 
o£ the United Nations will be determined by the existence in this 
and in all other countries o£ a well informed as well as a well 
e:xpressed public opinion. n gj 
Warren Austin 2/ declares "Because America's responsibility must equal 
its power to exercise responsibility, it is especially necessary that 
the .American people understand what they want the United Nations to 
accomplish." Louis Dolivet ~ believes that the first task of a United 
Nations citizen is to get acquainted with the £acts about the United 
Nations. He must understam its philosophy, its powers, and its limita-
tions in order to judge it properly. 
11 Even if he were to conclude that the United Nations cannot 
perform its tasks, he may have acquired in studying it a great 
amount of knowledge which may help him to conceive or to eval-
uate other plans for international organization. 11 2/ 
'9 "But What Can I Do For The United Nations, 11 Peoples Section For 
The· United Nations. (New York, .American Association for the United Nations, 
19$0) P• 3 
JJ Loc. cit. 
!!/ Louis Dolivet, United Nations (New York, Farrar Straus & Co. 
1946) P• 10-ll 
2/ Loc. cit. 
2 
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The preamble to UNFSCO's Constitution begins, 11Since war begins in 
the minds of men, it is in the minds of men that the defenses of peace 
must be constructed. 11..2/ 
The United Nations organization realizes the need for training 
yollllg people especially. During its Second Session, the General Assembly 
(1947) adopted a resolution recommending that Member Governments en-
courage teaching concerning the United Nations • background, structure, 
activities, purposes and principles in schools and colleges.1/ 
Leonard s. Kenworthy declares that: 
11 Learning about the United Nations and its specialized agencies 
should be one of the major aims of education in the United States 
today. As the great contemporar,y effort to remove the scourge of 
war and create a just and peaceful world, it is one of the ~sti­
tutions with which all boys and girls should be famiJiar. 11 §J 
Educatprs in the United States recognize that teaching yollllg 
people about the United Nations is a major concern o:r the schools. Although 
the complicated machinery ani involved principles of the United Nations 
are best suited to high school and college courses, it can be introduced 
at the elementary level. Noteworthy among school systems who have in-
troduced materials suitable for elementary school use are St. Paul 'i/ 
§/ Helen Ferris, Eleanor Roosevelt, Partners, United Nations and 
Youth (Garden City, New York: Doubleday & Co., Inc. 1950) p. 156 -
1/ 11Teaching about The United Nations and Specialized Agencies," 
United Nations Publication, Circular No. I (Lake Success, New York: 
Department of Public Information, Jlllle 16, 1949) P• 1 
§/ Educational Editorial in The Christian Science Monitor, December 
30, 195o -
2J St. Paul Board of Education, 11 Let•s Face~ Facts~~", 
Curriculum Bulletin for Elementary Schools (st. Paul, Minnesota: Board 
of Education) 1948 
3=~= 
am New York City.JQ/ In Nevr York City's plan, "A Better World," even 
kimergarten children have their United Nations • activities. While 
~ all school systems do not have special courses for the elementary schools, 
very few do not include some study of the United Nations • .!Y' 
This study was undertaken to find out what knawledges and under-
standings pupils of grades five through nine have concerning the United 
Nations and to determine the degree of interest at the different grade 
levels. 
"f§l New York Board of F.ducation, 11 A Better World, 11 Manual 
Su estions For Presentation of the United Nations in Elementa 
Junior High School Years New York;Board of Education, 19 9 
~ Ferris, Roosevelt, op. cit. P• 154 
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CHAPTER II 
REVlllV OF LITERATURE 
It was found in the survey of literature that statesmen and educators 
have expressed various opinions concerning education about world a:ffa.U"s 
and the United Nations, and others have carried on investigations per-
taining to this problem. Some of the topics which were discussed and 
will be reviewed are: education's responsibility for the .success of the 
United Nations, what the United Nations organizations are doing to foster 
peace education, and what part elementary schools play in education for 
world order. A review of some previous studies concerning current events 
in general and those especially about the United Nations will, also, be 
made. 
General Reading in the Field 
Even before World War II ended educators stressed that schools pursue 
peace objectives and not limit their program to war services and vocational 
skills. William G. Carr expressed his ideas on these objectives thus: 
"It is important to win the war but it is no less important that 
the men and women who will be in control of our national policies 
~ the n:ext decade should be prepared for their difficult civic 
taslai. It :y 
9 William G. Carr, "Mobilizing :&iucational Services For Peace." 
Childhood Education. 20: P• 396, May 1944 
I 
-- ---~~· 
Educators like Kotschnig,gj and Carr:2/ realized the power of education 
as a political weapon. It had been used for destructive purposes in both 
n Germany and Japan. Teachers were directed to show that the same educa-
tional force could work to build a p~aceful world. Kotschni~ stressed 
that .Amer.ica 1s approach to internationalism had not been realistic, that 
war was· debunked but nothing was put in its place. He accused the schools 
of pre~enting a fanc.y dress internationalism based on national differences 
without real understanding. Carr2/ coiopared building for peace to build-
ing a railroad through frontier territory and waiting for civilization to 
use it. He states: 
"When historians write of the present era, they must be able to say 
that the good will, which the world then enjoys, came about because 
the schools built through uncharted but 1potentiallv rich territory• 
and 'hung on• until the world caught up with them."§/ 
Fearing a re~urn to isolationism or a growth of imperialism after the 
war, public leaders were supporting peace education even while the war was 
Y Walter M. Kotschnig, "Education _ · for a New World Order" Four-
teenth Yearbook (The National Council for the Social Studies, Washington, 
D.C., 1944) PP• 108-136. 
J/ William G. Carr, "Potentially Rich Territory" Twenty-Fifth Year-~ book (National Elementary School Principals, Washington, D.C.,l946) pp.e 271-274. . 
w Kotschnig, op. cit. 
~ Carr, "Potentially Rich Territory," op. cit. 
§I Carr, "Potentially Rich Terri1!ory, 11 op. cit. P• 274 
-. -------------. ---·-·--=~CCC 
still in progress. It was felt that the failure of the League of Nations 
was partly due to the fact that it contained no over-all international 
educational organization.V Educators worked for inclusion in the United 
Nation's Charter. 
The first document to assign education a place in world order was 
"Education and The United Nations." This report represented the firrlings 
of the Joint Commission of the Council for Education in World Citizenship 
and the London International Assembly. The members of these committees 
were representatives of the United Nations who were then allies in World 
War II. Eighteen months of work culminated in the establishment of an 
international organization of education. As a specialized agency of the 
United Nations its title became United Nations Educational, Scientific, 
and Cultural Organization or UNESCO.~ UNESCO'$ charter, if successfully 
met, issues a challenge to education and has possibilities only equalled 
by the Magna Carta • .V 
With the close of World War II and the establishment of the United 
. Nations, the difficult task of educating for international understanding 
began in earnest. In helping to win the war, education had dealt with 
concrete things and rendered tangible services. Winning the peace was 
different. R. A. Brown!Q/ warned teachers that the easier course for 
educators would be to return to old traditional book learning rather than 
1/ Kotschnig, op. cit. 
'f"' §; Kotschnig, op. cit. 
2/ , "~CO -World Charter for Education" - Journal of the 
National Education Association, 35:49-51, January 1946 
'!Q/ Ralph Adams Brown, "Help Win the Peace", Social Studies, 39:170-
171, .April 1948 
8. 
launch out in search of · such intangible values as the development of the 
attitudes of good will necessary for cooperation· within the United Nations. 
He reports that John Winant, addressing a group of educators, asked ttA,re 
you doing as much today for peace as you did for this country and civiliza-
tion in the days of war? 11gj Men of vision saw that the schools could be 
the spearhead of progress by building for world order. Warren Aust~ 
believed that educators could promote world citizenship by teaching: (1) the 
facts concerning our modern world which make interdependence basic, (2) 
functional geography which emphasizes our dependence on the rest of the 
world, (3) information concerning the United Nations organization. Mr. 
Austin also declared: 
11School teachers carry- a great responsibility for the achievement 
of the objectives of the United Nations. Their pupils undertake, 
as citizens of a cooperating country, duties requiring understand-
ing of the new effort. If they can develop a generation who feel 
that the peoples of the world are neighbors and desire to cooperate, 
teachers will have contributed greatly to the major problem of our 
times."W 
The United Nations has made a great effort to further education con-
earning its organization, principles, and plans. Although the major con-
cern of UNESCO has been educational reconstruction abroad, they have given 
attention to the development of international understanding in United 
states schools. UNESCO's Summer Seminar in 1947 sent out a report of ways 
in which the social studies could produce youth able to build a unified 
world. They emphasized the importance of studying the United Nations and 
!!{ Loc, cit. p. 171 
W Warren Austin, 11The High Mission of Education11 , The Journal of 
The National Education Association, 37:415-416, October 194tl 
~ Warren R. Austin, "Greetings to the Schools," Instructor, 58:p.l3 
May 1949 ' 
its specialized agencies as a constructive means of world cooperation.~ j\ 
II 
11 
The Seminar of 1948 held that a:ny adequate social studies program would ji 
teach about the United Nations, deal with its accoll¥>1ishments and problems11 
and foster growth of the spirit and conditions under which it would 11 
il 
succeed.!2{ Cobb~ reported that teachers could use the study of the 
United Nations and UNESCO as an avenue to international understanding. 
By realizing what UNESCO is doing throughout the world, students would 
gain understanding of intercultural relations. 
Assuming that knowledge of the United Nations is valuable for world 
understanding, the question arises as to ~ere the study should begin. 
I' 
li 
II 
'I 
II 
ll 
I! 
II 
,I 
Uost writers agree that. the real job lies with the secondary school. lj 
Bruner!L( found that international and peace relationships were not taught \1 
It 
II 
below grade nine and this indicates that educators ~elt that it is too 
difficult a subject for the lower grades. On the other hand, many authors II 
feel that it is most important to begin emphasis on world affairs in the 
early grades. Kotschnig~ and Carr~ feel that heavy responsibilities 
I II 
it 
II 
II 
II 
:!!!/ Donn V. Hart, 11 ID:iucation for International Understanding" Social 1[ 
studies,~ 38.:344-350, December 1947 . 
12/ Arch w. Troelstz:up,"UNESC0 1s Seminar on Teaching About the 
United Nations and Its Specialized .Agencies" Social Education1 13:167-170, 
April 1949 
~ Lucy Cobb, 11Practical Classroom Experiences in Teaching About 
UNESCO Social Education, 12:28-30, January 1948 
~ Bruner and others, What Our Schools Are Teaching,~ (New York: 
Bureau of Publications, Teachers College, Columbia University, 1941) pp: 
131-132 
~ Kotschnig, op. cit. 
?:2J Carr, 11Potentially Rich Territory," op. cit. 
. I 
I' 
II 
!: I• 
li 
II 
it 
:I 
1: 
G 
fall on the elementary school because they receive the least biased 
individual. Warren Austin believes that, "The deepest impressions, of 
r"\ course, are made on young children. They can be interested in some of 
the simple facts about the United Nations and how it works. n?:52j Cob'b2..1/ 
feels that it is not possible to achieve outcomes of international educa-
tion on the secondary level unless pupils have sufficient background in 
the lower grades. Klee~ found that although the social studies programs 
of the lower grades were centered around local environment, there were· 
indications that it was desirable to develop world concepts in pupils at 
an early age since radio, television, and the motion pictures have made 
the whole world their environment. Baker states, "Keeping abreast of the 
times is a way of life. It is a way of life common among children. We 
of the elementary school should not disturb this pattern."W Kotschni~ 
believes that education for peace should be taught in all subjects and at 
all grade levels. He concludes, "Futhermore, it is evident that the new 
education will only be fully effective if all adolescents at least up to 
the age of eighteen can be brought under its influence."~ 
20/ Warren .Austin, "Greetings to the Schools" Instructor, 58:p.l3, 
May 1'949 
~ Cobb, op. cit. 
'$ Loretta E. Klee, "larger Horizons for the Child" Social Fducation2 13:69-71, Feb.,l949 
'?)./ E:nily V. Baker, "Take Time To Let the Children Know," ID:luca tional 
Leadership1 6:p. 84, October 1948 
~ Kotschnig, op. cit. 
'§! Kotschnig, op. cit. P• 123 
____ .....:=...~------=:..:,::.~~----=== 
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This review of literature points out the importance of understanding 
world affairs and the United Nations as an instrument for world cooperatio 1• 
Much material was found on aids and devices for teaching the United Nation , 
but as this study is concerned with pupils 1understandings and knowledges 
rather than teaching methods,they have little connection with this study. 
Some research has been done, however, which does have direct bearing on 
this problem. 
Reviewf of Previous Studies 
Some studies have been made concerning children 1 s knowledge and under 
standing of current events in general. Since current events in general 
and the United Nations are related, the findings are significant to this 
study. 
A most extensive study was made by Ralph c. Presto~ in 1940. His 
investigation was made with 581 children between the ages of eight and 
fourteen in a New York urban area. He used the personal interview method 
and a group test to find what meaning the war situation had for children. 
Throughout the test in all age groups the children showed avfareness of 
the dra.m.a;tic happenings of the war,but knew little of the details or 
events of greater significance. He found a marked superiority in know-
ledge of the war situation among those of high mental age,but intelligence 
seemed to make no difference in their interest and feelings about the war. 
The. scores showed that the group aged thirteen to fourteen knew the most 
items and that in all groups boys were superior to girls on information 
items. Boys, also, took a definite stand on controversial issues, while 
?:g Ralph c. Preston, Children's Reactions to a Cont orar War 
Situation (New York: Teachers College, Columbia University, 19 
=========· -,---- ·--·-·---~----·-· =-·-- --
a great percentage of girls were neutral or took no position at all. 
I 
I 
I! 
II 
In 1943 Gertrude A. Prade?Ji gave a questionnaire to 757 seventh 
grade students in Nevv England. The results of her study showed that the 
pupils were generally well informed on events of the war. Those t~sted 
held generally accepted attitudes concerning political, social, and I~ 
I economic problems. Concerning the post-war plans, she
8
fevounendt,r.-thfal.'vtespeverentcy.en-t ~~~~ 
six per cent of the children were non-isolationists. J 
II believed that some form of world government should be established, and 
sixty-one per cent believed that a world police force would be needed. 
11 Barbara Carle,g§/ in her study, gave an interest questionnaire and 
~ 11. an information questionnaire to 468 fifth graders in Maine and Massachusetts 
I 
I 
Results from the questionnaire showed that the student~1 were not too well 
informed, the average score being 36.2 out of a possible 65 points." On 
matters of foreign policy the children showed little knowledge. Although 
fifty-six per cent know what the term, United Nations, meant, only forty-
two per cent knew what the Atlantic Charter was. The total scroes showed 
boys to be slightly better informed than girls. Boys were also more in-
terested in current events. Out of a total of twenty points the boys• 
average interest score was 10.5 and the girls• was 7.9. It was found 
that the children who were most interested in current events had the most 
information. The study showed that many aspects of current events are 
within the understanding of the fifth grade child, and since interest 
correlates highly with information, it is the job of the school to arouse 
interest in current events. 
--gy-Gertrude A. Pradel,
11 
Attitudes and Knowledges of Children Regarding 
the Present World Crisis," (Unpublished Master•s Thesis, Boston University,l9 
?A/ II i ~ Barbara Carle, The Interest and Knowledge of Fifth Grade Children 
·Regarding World Affairs~(Unpublished Master 1s Thesis,Boston University,l945) 
I 
Louise stoughton and Alice Ray2.!.J gave a questiol1Ilaire to 344 children I 
in grades two, four, and six in Springfield, Massachusetts. Their results 1
1
!
11
-
show that childrens interests broaden as they grow older. The majority of 
the pupils in grades two and four were interested in their immediate 
environment. The interests and ideals of children in grade six extended to 
world concepts. 
Some investigations have been done concerning knowledge and attitudes I 
toward world affairs which have a direct bearing on this study. 
Wilson22/ writes that in 1948 the .American Association for the United II 
II 
II 
Nations chose Cincinnati for its World Affairs Poll. This poll was given 
to adults and pupils in the senior high school. Thirty-three per cent of 
the adults of Cincinnati had never heard of the United Nations. Sixty-two 
per cent of the pupils thought that the United Nations would succeed and 
eighty-one per cent thought that the best way to work for peace was 
through the United Nations. Although the school authorities were gratified 
with the student results compared to adults, they were not fully satisfied 
and inaugurated a program to spread interest and information concerning the 
United Nations. 
~ron Golden3_1/ gave the Cincinnati questionnaire to 1425 junior high 
students in Brooklyn, New York. He found that eighty-four per cent of the 
gjJ Louise stoughton and Alice Ray, "A Study of Children 1 s Heroes and 
Ideals" Journal of E;Perimental Education, 15:156-160, December, 1946 
'J2/ Charles H. Wilson, 11Pupils Versus Adults in World Affairs Poll" 
Journal of the National Education Association, 37: p.l47, March, 1948 
'J1/ Myron R. Golden, 11Poll of Opiniori on World Affairs" High Points, 
30: 67-70, November, 1948 
I 
! 
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seventh graders, eighty-five per cent of the eight graders, and seventy-
three per cent of the ninth graders favored working through the United 
Nations to preserve peace. The results of this questionnaire indicated 
that junior high school pupils are aware of international political 
decisions which will affect their future. 
An extensive study on world affairs was done by Benjamin Shimberg.W 
Ten thousand eleventh and twelfth grade students throughout the United 
states answered a twenty-item questionnaire. The purpose of the study was 
to see if information concerning world affairs had any bearing on attitudes 
toward international problems. Well-informed and poorly-informed groups 
were set up by four knowledge questions and the sixteen remaining questions 
were opinion items. In this procedure there would seem to a question of 
the validity of determining extent of information on four questions. Those 
who answered three or fom- questions were called well-informed, those with 
a zero score were the poorly-informed group. Sixteen boy students were 
matched in all factors, such as home regions, economic envirornnent, and 
political parties. The only factor which differed with the matched group 
was information. The results of the investigation showed that young people 
who were similar in many ways but differed in the amount of information 
they had about world affairs expressed significantly. different opinions on 
international issues. In fifteen out of sixteen items there was a differ-
ence of opinion between the well-informed and poorly-informed. The well 
informed tended to be more internationally minded, more aware of the 
E} Benjamin Shimberg, "Information and Attitudes Toward World Affairsn 
Journal of Educational Psychology, 40:206-222, April, 1949 
t5 
significance of events, and less apt to have emotional solutions to 
problems. 
The poorly-informed group appeared eager to settle problems by 
fighting and on many issues couldn't make up their minds. This would seem 
to be a clear indication that knowledge is important in making decisions. 
Although the I.Q. and interests of the matched students were missing in 
the investigation, the consistent difference in the attitudes of the 
well-informed and poorly-informed suggests that information may be a 
strong tool in shaping the attitudes of young people. Mr. Shimberg 
summarizes the implications of his study thus : 
11 The fact that information is related to attitude should serve 
as a stimulus for teachers to devise ways to establish conditions 
conducive to the acquisition of information about international 
affairs." W 
The above studies show that while some work has been done in 
determining knowledge, of current events among younger pupils and in 
finding out what information secondar,y secondary students have on inter-
national affairs, little investigation has been done on the understanding 
of international affairs by middle grade and junior high school pupils. 
It is the purpose of this study to find out what knowledges pupils of 
grades five through nine have concerning the United Nations. 
Chapter III of this stuqywill outline the procedure used in build-
ing the United Nations Test and in selecting subjects for the study. 
Chapter IV will tabulate and interpret the results of the test. In 
Chapter V the results will be SUIIIIlal'ized and conclusions drawn. 
l1f Loc., cit. p. 221 
6 
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CHAPTER III 
PROCEDURE FOR BUILDI:OO. AND ADMINISTERING THE TEST 
The present study involved (1) building a United Nations Test, (2) 
selecting the population to be tested, (3) scoring the test and (4) tabu-
lation and analysis of the data. 
In building the United Nations Test, the items were selected on the 
basis of their prominence (in four school weeklies). To determine the 
United Nations items suitable for the grades and school population being 
tested, issues of the following school weeklies from September 1949 
through December 1950 were covered: 
1. MY Weekly Reader - Edition Number Five 
2. TheY~ Citizen 
3. The Junior Review 
4. World News Map of the Week - · Elementary Edition 
A "United Nations Test: Junior High School" by Frederick H. Stultz,.!/ 
was.. also. considered. 
It was found that the United Nations items most prominently treated 
were: 
1. The history of the United Nations 
2. The aims and principles of the United Nations. 
3. Membership in the United Nations. 
'J/ F. H. Stultz, "United Nations Test: Jnnior High School" Social 
Education 14:127-30, March 1950 
................ lb ..=.~~ 
\. 
4. Leaders in the United Nations. 
5. The organization of its governing bodies. 
6. Specialized Agencies working with the United Nations. 
1. United Nations• actions on world affairs. 
B. The success and problems of the United Nations. 
After the above catagories were determined, the first draft of the 
fifty-item test was made. All test items were multiple choice questions 
with four responses. Much preliminary ~esting was done to determine the 
suitability of items and vocabulary. The final draft of the test was 
,given to a selected group of fifth and sixth graders. The results of pre-
testing showed that while it was difficult the average fifth and sixth 
grader could understand the vocabulary. The test, as it was set up and 
given in mimeograph form, will be found in the Appendix. 
This study included as far as possible the entire fifth, sixth, 
seventh, eigth, and ninth grades of Belmont, Massachusetts. The study 
act~llY involved 536 boys and 609 girls or a total of 1145 pupils. Of 
these 254 were fifth graders, 229 sixth graders, 193 seventh graders, 241 
eighth graders, and 228 ninth graders. 
The United Nations Test was administered to all pupils in the study 
between Februar,r 9, 1951 and February 16, 1951. Each fifth and sixth grade 
teacher administered the test in the classroom. Grades seven, eight, and 
nine were given the test in their homerooms. Pupil directions for taking 
the test were included on the test papers. Directions for administering 
~ were supplied to all teachers for uniformity throughout the town. 
Teachers supplied information on what news weeklies the class used, and 
what discussions, programs, units, and textbook and library materials the 
=====-===····- ..... . 
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class bad, •. Children were allowed enough time to complete the test. No 
names were required on the test. Children wrote in their grade and sex. 
There were fifty questions in the test. In scoring, one point was 
given for each question correctly answered, so that a perfect score was 
fifty. To tabulate the raw data, general purpose tables for each class 
were, set up recording each pupil's score, sex, number right 1 number wrong, 
and number omitted. 
The tabulation and analysis of the data are contained in Chapter IV. 
CHAPTER IV 
TABULATION AND ANALYSIS OF DATA 
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CHAPTER IV 
TABULATION AND ANALYSIS OF DATA 
The purpose of this study was to find out what knowledge and under-
standings pupils of grades five through nine have concerning the United 
Nations. 
The test scores were analyzed to determin~: 
1. Grade differences in performance on this test. 
2. Sex differences in performance on this test. 
3. The validity of the test items. 
TABLE I 
DISTRIBUTION OF PUPILS TESTED IN GRADES FIVE 
SIX, SEVEN, EIGHI.', AND NINE 
GRADE TOTAL PUPilS BOYS 
5 2'54 llO 
6 229 104 
7 193 90 
8 21J.l 115; 
9 228 117 
TOTAL ll45 536 
GIRLS 
lW+ 
125 
103 
.126 
lll 
609 
I 
I 
Table I shows the distribution of pupils in this study. The total 
number of pupils is 1145, 536 boys and 6o9 girls. There are 254 pupils 
in grade five, 110 boys and 144 girls. There are 229 pupils in grade 
six, 104 boys and 125 girls. There are 193 pupils in grade seven, 90 
boys and 103 girls. There are 241 pupils in grade eight, 115 boys and 126 
girls. There are 228 pupils in grade nine, 117 boys and ill girls. 
Grade 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
Total 
TABLE II 
MEAN SCORES ON THE UNITED NATIONS TEST 
IN GRADES FIVE THROUGH NINE 
Number Grade Number Boy's Number 
of Mean of Mean of 
Pupils Score Boys Score Girls 
254 17.42 llO 18.91 144 
229 18.73 104 19.85 125 
193 21.1.l4 90 22.33 103 
241 22.61 ll5 23.54 126 
228 25.82 117 27.71 111 
1145 21.21 536 22.58 609 
Girl's 
Mean 
Score 
16.29 
17.01 
21.64 
21.77 
23.83 
20.01 
Table II shows the total number of pupils and mean scores of each 
grade, the total numbers of boys and girls of each class and their mean 
scores, and the mean score of the 1145 pupils tested. Of a possible score 
~ of 50 the mean scores of the grades ranged from 17.42 to 25.82. The mean 
scores of the boys ranged from 18.91 to 27.71. The mean scores of the 
; 
.. 
j . 
girls ranged from 16.29 to 23.83. The mean score of the total 1145 
pupils was 21.21. The mean score of the total 536 boys was 22.58. The 
mean score of the total 009 girls was 20.01. 
Grade 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
Totals 
TABLE III 
PER CENTS RIGHT ON THE UNITED NATIONS TEST 
IN GRADES FIVE THROUGH NINE 
Number Per Cent Number Per Cent Number 
of Right of Right of 
Pupils Boys Girls 
254 34.85 110 37.81 144 
229 37.47 104 39.63 125 
193 43.92 90 44.66 103 
241 45.25 ll5 47.09 126 
228 51.64 117 55.41 lll 
1145 42.44 536 45.17 609 
Per Cent 
Right 
43.53 
47.67 
Table III shows the range of per cents right in grades five 
through nine, for boys and girls in each grade, and for the total number 
of pupUs tested. The 254 grade five pupils got 34.85 per cent of the 
i:tems right, the boys' total being 37.81, the girls' 32.58. The 229 sixth 
graders got 37.47 of the items right, the boys' total per cent being 39.63 
r"t and the girls' 35.61. The 193 seventh grade pupils got 43.82 per cent of 
the items correct, the boys' total being 44.66 and the girls • 43.28. 
The 241 eighth graders got 45.25 per cent of the items right, the boys • 
----'-·-----
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total per cent being 47.09 and the girls' 43.53. The 228 ninth graders 
got 51.64 per cent of the items right, the boys' total per cent being 
55.41 and the girls' 47.67. 
To find if there was a significant difference between grade perfo~ 
ances the following formula was used to conq:)Ute the critical ratio be-
tween the percentages of correct responses in grade 5 and 9, in grade 
6 and 9' and between the total boys' percentages and the girls r : 
C R • Diff Pl p2 
S E Diff Pl P2 
Wert Y says concerning the implications of the critical ratio, 
"Whenever this ratio is unity the chances are 68 in 100 that 
the difference is too great to be the result of sampling fluctua-
tions; whenever this ratio is two, the chances are 95 out of 100 
that the difference is too great to be the result of sampling 
fluctuations; and whenever the ratio is three or more, it is a 
practical certainty that the difference is too great to be the 
result of sampling fluctuations." · 
The standard errors of the percentages were found in Edgerton's 
tables. Y 
Y James E. Wer~1 Educational statistics, McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., (New York, 1938) P• L45. 
~Harold J.. Edgerton and Donald G. Paterson, 11 Tables of standard 
Errors and Probable Er-rors of Percentages for Varying Numbers of Cases," 
Journal of A.pplied Psychology, 10:378-391, September, 1926. 
·>s 
·• 
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'I 
Grade 9 Per Cent 
TABLE IV 
CRITICAL RATIO BETWEEN PER CENTS RIGHT 
IN GRADE NINE .tiD GRADE FIVE 
Grade 5 Per Cent Diff. s.E Diff. 
34.85 16.79 
C R 
Table IV shows that the critical ratio between the per cent right 
in grade nine and grade five is 3.84 and is a significant difference. 
Boys' 
TABLE V~ 
CRITICAL RATIO BENEEN PERCENTAGES OF CORRECT RESPONSES 
OF TOTAL BOYS AND GIRLS IN GRADE FIVE THROUGH NINE 
Girls' 
Per Cent Right Per Cent Right Diff. S E Diff. C R 
45.17 
Table VI shows that the critical ratio between the percentages of 
correct responses of the total boys tested and the total girls does not 
meet the 3.0 level of significance. The trend, however, is in favor of 
" the boys' performance. 
As the test proved most significant on the ninth grade level, an 
analysis of each item of the 228 ninth grade tests was made to determine 
how the items distinguished between high and low achievers. The critical 
1:,7 
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u;pper 25 per cent and the percentage of correct responses in the lower 
25 per cent of grade nine. 
Item 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
ll 
12 
13 
J.4 
15 
l6 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
TABLE VI. 
CRITICAL RATIO OF THE ITEMS IN THE TEST BEI'WEEN 
THE PER CENT RIGHr IN THE UPPER TWENTY-FIVE 
PER CENT OF GRADE NINE AND THE LOWER TWENTY-FIVE PER CENI' 
Per Cent Right 
Upper Quarter Lower Quarter Diff. . S E Diff. C R 
87.50 54.25 33.25 7.9 4.21 17.50 12.25 5.25 6.6 e79* 94.50 8?.25 l2.25 5.8 2.11* 96.25 87.50 8.75 5.o 1.75* 43.75 J.4.oo 29.75 8.o 3e72 66.50 12.25 54.25 7.5 7e23 61.25 43.75 17.5o 9.2 1.90* 84.00 73.50 1D.5o 7.6 1.3~ 61.25 64.75 1.3.50 9.0 
.39* 64.75 36.75 28.00 8.9 3.15 82.25 42.00 40.25 8.2 4.91 80.50 56.oo 24.50 8.3 2.95* 73.50 22.75 50.75 8.1 6.26 98.00 54.25 43.75 6.9 6.34 91.00 59.50 31.50 7.5 4.20 94.50 49.00 45.50 7.2 6.32 66.50 42.00 24.50 8.9 2.75* 92.75 40.2p 52.50 7.3 7.19 31.50 12.25 19.25 1.5 2.57* 64.75 29.75 35.oo 8.7 4.02 68.25 31.50 36.15 8.7 4.2a 15.25 22.75 52.50 7.9 6.64 80.50 35.00 45.50 8.2 5.55 64.75 36.15 28.00 8.9 3.15 68.25 l0.5o 57.75 7.4 7.80 40.25 12.25 28.00 7.8 3.58 47.25 24.50 22.75 8.7 2.62* 43.75 22.75 21.00 8.6 2.42* 42.oo 19.25 22.75 8.3 2.74* 52.50 7eOO 45.50 7.4 6.15 
,I 
" 
TABLE vr:& (continued) 
CRITICAL RATIO OF THE ITEMS IN THE TEST BETWEEN 
THE PER CENT RIGHT IN THE UPPER TWE1TTY -FIVE 
PER CENT OF GRADE NINE AND THE LOWER 'IWENTY -FIVE PER CENT 
Per Cent Right 
Item Upper Quarter Lower Quarter Diff. S E Diff. C R 
31 73.50 24.50 49.00 8.1 6.'05 
32 56.00 24.50 31.50 8.7 3.62 
33 98.00 57.75 40.25 6.6 6.09 
34 64.75 29.75 35.00 8.7 4.02 
35 40.25 10.50 29.75 7.6 3.19 
36 92.75 56.00 36.75 7·4 4.83 
37 66.50 35.00 31.50 8.8 3.58 
38 89.25 40.25 49.00 7.6 6.45 
39 52.50 17.50 35.00 8.3 4.22 
40 78.75 43.75 35.00 8.5 4.12 
41 92.75 50.75 42.00 7.4 5.68 
42 96.25 36.75 59.50 6.9 8.62 
43 80.50 28.00 52.50 7.8 6.73 
44 28.00 7.00 21.00 6.8 3.09 
45 59.50 l5e75 43.75 8.1 5.4o 
46 61.25 24.50 36.75 8.6 4.27 
47 71.75 26.25 45.50 8.2 5.55 
48 96.25 57.50 38.75 7.0 5.53 
49 50.75 28.00 22.75 8.8 2.58* 
50 98.00 57.50 40.50 6.7 6.05 
Table VII shows that 37 out of 50 items of the test differentiate 
significantly between the high and low achievers. The critical ratios 
marked by the astericks (*) do not meet the 3.0 level of significance. 
The critical ratio on Item 9 is marked -- because the lower quarter 
per cent was higher than the upper quarter of the class. 
A copy of the test is included in the Appendix. 
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CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
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CHAPTER V 
SU1lMARY AND CONCWSIONS 
Summary. The purpose of this study was to find out what pupils in 
grades five through nine knew about the United Nations. The review of 
available literature revealed that educators and statesmen believed that 
learning about the United Nations should be one of the major aims of 
education to~. Educators expressed various opinions as to where the 
study should begin. Ma.ey writers felt that it was most important to 
begin emphasis in the early" grades. While some studies had been done in 
determining knowledges of current events in general among younger pupils 
and in finding out what information secondary school pupils had concern-
ing international relationships, very little investigation had been done 
on the understanding of international affairs by middle grade and junior 
high school pupils. No study was foum which tested the knowledge of 
younger pupils about the United Nations. 
A test ot fifty items with four multiple choice responses was built 
for this study. In its final mimeograph form the test was given during 
the month of February, 1951 to 1145 pupils of grades five through nine 
in Belmont, Massachusetts. 
The 1145 pupils in grades five through nine received a mean score 
of 21.21. The percentage of correct responses for the total number tested 
was 42.42. The total number of boys tested received a mean score of 22.58 
or 45.17 per oant of the correct answers. The total number of girls tested 
30 
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received a mean score of 20.01 or 4o.03 per cent right. The difference 
between the boys 1 performance and the girls' was not statistically 
significant but the trend was in favor of the boys' performance. 
The grade mean scores ranged .from 17.42 in ~de .five, 18.73 in grade 
su, 2l.L4 in grade seven, 22.61 in grade eight, to 25.82 in grade nine. 
The greatest gain was made between grade eight and nine. 
The boys I mean scores ranged .from 18.91 in grade .five, 19.85 in 
grade six, 22.33 in grade seven, 23.54 to 27.71 in grade nine. The great-
est gain in scores was made .from grade eight to grade nine. 
The girls 1 mean scores ranged .from 16.29 in grade five, 17 .ol in 
grade six, 21.64 in grade seven, 21.77 in grade eight, to 23. 83 in grade 
·nine. The girls I mean scores did not vary between grades as much as the 
boys. The girls 1 mean score in grade eight was o~ .13 higher than the 
girls 1 mean o.f grade seven. Again, the greatest gain was made between 
eight and nine. 
The percentages of correct responses of all pupils tested ranged 
.from 34.85 in grade .five, 37.47 in grade six, 43.92 in grade seven, 
45.25 in grade eight to 51.64 in grade nine. The difference between the 
percentages of consecutive grades was not statistical.l.y significant. The 
critical ratio between the per cent right in grade nine and grade five 
was 3.84 which shows a significant difference. Between the per cents right 
in grade nine and grade six the critical ratio was 3.06 which just meets 
the three point level of significance. Between boys ' and girls • in each 
grade the difference in per cents right was not significant but the trend 
.favored the boys' performance. 
.'i1. 
As the test proved most significant on the ninth grade level, an 
anazysis of each item of the 228 ninth grade tests was made to determine 
if the test differentiated significantzy between high and low achievers. 
Critical ratios computed between the percentages of the upper 
twenty-five per cent of grade nine and the lower twenty-five per cent 
showed that thirty-seven out of fii'ty items distinguished significant:cy-
between high and low achievers. 
Both high and low achievers scored low on items involving Specialized 
Agencies of the United Nations, such as UNESCO and i'he Trusteeship Council, 
and history of the United Nations. It was interesting to note that score-
ing of both groups was low on item twenty-eight which asked the date of 
United Nation's Day. High and low achievers scored high on items involving 
the age, purpose, and location of the United Nations. 
High achievers had more knowledge of ~bership, leaders, and actions 
of the United Nations. It was interesting to note that 96 per cent of high 
achievers realized that the chief "stumbling bloc~' to the success of the 
United Nations was the failure of the "big power" nations to ,·.cooperate. 
!.ow achievers were more likezy to think that the obstacle to success was 
lack of membership. On item 5o, 98 per cent of the high achievers realized 
that the success of the United Nations depended on the determination of 
all nations to make it succeed. The low achievers believed that the 
military power of the member nations would determine the success of the 
United Nations. On item 6 and 18 most low achievers chose the wrong 
,.. responses which included the words "atom bombtt and "atomic warfare." 
Without figures to substantiate this claim, it would seem that in this 
study the low scorers chose answers emotional:cy- and were likely to believe 
32 
military power was the solution to world problems. 
Conclusions. The pupils in this study showed a steady growth in know-
ledge concerning the United Nations from grade five to grade nine. Although 
grade nine was signi.:ficantly superior to grades five and six, there was no 
significant difference between the perfor.mances of consecutive grades. 
This would seem to indicate that children in grades five and six can 
understand the simpler facts concerning the United Nations and that grade 
five or earlier is not too young to l?,egin instruction concerning the 
United Nations. 
The test was most significant on the ninth grade level where the 
scores ranged from thirteen to forty-five. The boys' performance was 
slightly superior to girls' in the total group and in the separate grades 
although the sex difference was not statistically significant. 
The item analysis made on the ninth grade level showed that thirty-
seven of the fifty items differentiated significantly between high and 
low achievers on the ninth grade level. 
Limitations of this study. This study would have been more effective 
if the I. Q. scores, environment, and the interests of the pupils tested 
had been available to help interpret the scores. 
This survey was limited to one suburban town and thus did not test a 
true sample of population. 
This study could not interpret school background because the tests in 
junior high school were administered in homerooms where school background 
us not i'ully known. 
.An item analysis of all tests on all grade levels would have indicated 
the effectiveness of the test for all grade levels. 
Recommendations for further study. It would be interesting to try 
a sjmiJar test on the senior high school level or to try the same test 
,., on a ninth grade level, using the thirty-seven items which differentiated 
satisfactorily. 
To build a questionnaire concerning interests and attitudes about 
the United Nations to go along with an information test would be a worth-
while survey. 
A study which included a test of knowledges about international 
affairs followed by student interviews with high scorers, to ascertain 
where and how they received their information, would give meaning to the 
scores. 
It would, also, be interesting to test pupils below grade five to 
find what understandings they have concerning the United Nations. 
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UNITED NATIONS Tl:!.ST 
Teachers of Gra :J.c,s S ·· 9 Belmont Public Schools 
We are asking your eoopt.:ration in giving this tt;st to pupils of Grades 5 - 9. 
The purpose of this t<~st is to find out what knowlcdges and urlderstanding pupils of 
these grades hnve concerning tht United Nations and to d(;terminc the degroe of 
interest at different grade l•::.:vels. 
£!1U:.CTIONS FOR Al!JvtiNISTi:1UNG 
After tests hE<.ve bc:e:n passed out, say to pupils, "This is a test to find out 
what pupils know about the United Nations. 1,4any nnswttrs you will not know but we 
are intert::sted in those you do know. Fill in your grad(? (use num~ral s, 5, 6, 
7, 8, 9} and check (~) whether you are a boy or a girl. Do not write your name. 
Read the directions to yourself while I read them aloud 1For each of the following 
c:'J.r::stions indicate the b,ost answer by writing the correct rrt.L-nber on the dotted 
li;1c at the right of ~Jach question 1 ". 
Allow all pupils enough time to complete the test~ 
Thank you verJ much for your cooperation. 
The Seminar in Element0ry Socia.l Studiee - Boston University School of Education 
TO BE FILL.ti.D IN BY THE TEA.f~HER OF EACH CLASS 
1. What news w0c:.kly does the class use? •••••••••••••••• , •••••••••••••••••••••• 
2. Has there been any discussion on thE: United Nations? Yes •••••••••• No ••••••• 
3. Has thu class had a unit on the United Nations? Y€s ••••••••••• No ••••••••• 
4. Is the United Nations tr~atcd in their socic;.l studies tt~xtbooks?Yes •••• No •• 
5. Does your school or classroom library have any materials about the United 
Nations? Yes.: •••••• r-io ••••••• 
6. Has the school had programs about th8 United Nations? Y~s •••••••• No •••••••• 
Please place this she~t on top of the collected tests and r~turn 
to the principal's office ~.r FebruarJ 16, 1951 
GRADE •••••••••••••••••••• BOY ••••••••••• GIRL ••.••••••• 
UNITED NATIONS TEST 
DIRECTIONS 
For each of the following questions indicate the best answer by writing the 
-
ccrrect number on the dotted line at the right of 0ach question. 
Answers 
~-• How many nations are members of the United Nations? 
4. 
1) 30 
2) 40 
3) 60 
4) 11 
The United Nations is best described as 
l) like the United States Government 
2) a world government 
3) a court of justice 
4} a union of independent st~tes 
How old is the United Nations? 
l) 5 years old 
2) 10 years old 
3) 15 years old 
4) 25 years old 
Which one of the following is a main purpos0 of the United Nations? 
1) All nations are pledged to settle their disputes by peaceful 
means 
2) All nations shall have a republican fom of government. 
3) All nations shall keep their boundaries of 1941 
4) All lands that do not nave self-govermaent lands shal.l be ruled 
qy the Security Council. 
5. Which one of these nations was the latest member admitted to the 
United Nations? 
1) Hussia 
2) Indonesia 
3) Israel 
4) Pakistan 
6. At the S~n Francisco Conference the delegatus 
1) approved the Charter of the United Nations 
2) wrote the Atlanticf Charter 
3) agreed to aid the Allied Nations in fighting communism 
4) agreed on_control of the atom bomb ~J the United Nations 
•••••••• 
•••••••• 
........ 
•••••••• 
•••••••• 
•••••••• 
l1.-
1. The permanent headquarters of the United Nations will be in 
1) Lake Success 
2) The Hague 
3) Flushing ~vieadows 
4) New York City 
8. Vvhich one of these is not a main branch of the United Nations? 
1) Security Council 
2) International Bank 
3) 1conomic and Social Cou\tcil 
4) Gen~ral Assembly 
9. !W.~rnbership in the United Nations is open to 
1) the Allied Nations of World War II 
2) all self-governing nations wishing to join 
3) all peace-loving nations willing to car~' out duties of 
membership 
4) all self-governing nations who can efford to belong 
-2-
•••••••• 
, ...... . 
•••••••• 
10. Which person wa.s most important in the founding of the United Nations? •••••• 
1) Warren Austin 
2) General MacArthur 
3) Cordell Hull 
4) Franklin D. Roosevelt 
11. At the present time the SecretarJ General of the United Nations is •••••••••• 
1) Trygve. Lie 
2) J a oob l.1alik 
3) Carlos Romulo 
4) Sir Ben8gal Rau 
12. vwhich one of the following is true of the Gonere.l Assembly? •••••••• 
1) Has eleven permanent voting members elected each year 
2) Is a ple1ce that nations can settle quarr~:.1s araong thE-mselves 
3) Is a place to make laws for all its members to obey 
4) Members discuss and reco~~end on world problems 
13. The ex~ses cf. the United NAtions art:: met by • ••••••• 
1) the United States Government 
2) the ''Big Fiv~;; Nations" of the S•':lcurity qouncil 
3) contributions from all member nations 
4) ~he Economic and Social Council 
14. A p~rmanent member of the Security Council is •••••••• 
1) Britain 
2) India 
3) Brazil 
4) Germany 
.t2 
15. The United Nations Supfeme Commander in Korea is ••••••••• 
1) General Eisenhower 
2) Gen(;ral ~ialker 
3) General Collins 
4) General MacArthur 
~ 16. An important duty of the Security Council is 
1) To control and raake laws for the trade of the world 
...... '. 
2) To deal with disputee which threaten world peace 
3) To meet the 0xpsnses of the United ~ations 
4) To choose me;mbers to join the United Nations 
17. The working languages nf the Security Council are •••••••• 
18. 
19. 
20., 
~21. 
1) English and Russian 
2) English and Spanish 
3) English and French 
4) 1nglish and Chinese 
The 
of 
1) 
2) 
3) 
4) 
The 
1) 
2) 
3) 
h) 
The 
1) 
2) 
3) 
Security Council has not been able to do its work w~ll because 
the lack of members 
tht;; threat of :Jtomic vmrfare 
thu lack of money 
veto power halting ~ction 
Secretariat is 
th8 office force of thE.: United Nations 
the leader of th8 s~curity Council 
the secretary of the Ge::neral Assembly 
a court of international justice 
"Littlu Asst;;mbly" is 
a union of 1'uropean countrius who do not belong to the United 
Nations 
a: committee which considers problems while thu General Assembly 
is not in session 
an association-of countries who do not belong to the United 
Nations 
' ...... . 
•••••••• 
••••••••• 
4) a group of thC; small countries desiring membership in the United 
N<'~tinns 
The Economic and Social Council •••••••• 
1) investigates disputes between the m~mber nations 
2) approv~s the budget of the General Assembly 
3) seeks to improve living conditions throughout the world 
4) tries to develop self-government in all territories 
22. Which one of the following is not an official language of the United ••••••• 
Nations 
1) German 
2} Chinese 
3) French 
4) Russian 
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23. Which one of th& following types of problems may be settled by 
the International Court of Justice? 
l) Political disputes betwe~n m~mber nations 
2) Disputes between a country and its citizens 
3) Money disagreements betwe~n individlPls 
4) Legal disputes between countries 
24. Dr. Ralph Bunche vms awarded the 1950 Nobd Peace Prize for 
1) helping the United Nations bring about peace in Palestine 
2) being .President of the United Nations 
3) settling disputr:.s between Russin and the United Nations 
4) working for an independent Indonesia 
25. i~hich one os thest::: nations is not a member of the United Nations? 
1) Norway 
2) Spain 
3) Argentin~ 
4) Canada 
26. In the 1950 session, the General Assembly became a much stronger 
orga.nization because 
1) it stopped the constant vetci action in the Security Council 
2) it can take steps to keep poace if the Security Council can 
not agree 
3) it gained int~:rna tional control of atomic power 
4) it gained more member nations during this sE:ssion 
27. iihich one of th~ foll :-wing was the first example of cooperation 
between many nations all over the world? 
1) Food and .Agricul turo Organization 
2) Un<::sco 
3) Internati(mal .Labor Organization 
4) International Red Cross 
28. United Nathms Day is 
1) ._TunE:: 25 
2) Dt:cel)!ber 7 
3) October 24 
4) AU !?\1St 14 
29. Which one c1f the follc·wing is 2 duty of UNESCO? 
1) Trnining dnctcrs and nurses 0f all land 
2) Rt.:buildinr~ schools in Y1ar-t0rn countries 
3) Helpin~ c:>untrhs increase their output of f0od 
4) Sbttling disputes between netions 
-4- 1:4 
•••••••• 
•••••••• 
•••••••• 
•••••••• 
•••••••• 
. ...... . 
30. The 
1) 
2) 
3) 
4) 
... 
office 0f Prusident r,f the Security Council 
chu.ngt.::s r:i<~nthly 
chan&:es ;yt3&rly 
0,... is fill8d by tb;.; Secretary Genral 
cha!1gcs as th~... lwt.L·,ns dcsir . .:J 
31. In urclcr to get c:,rrc,ct. information Hbout tht; Plain purpose of 
the Urfi tvl t:atL>ns y~m w~.mld refer to 
l) The !.tl.:mtic i'nct 
2) <~ suci-'ll sturiit;;S textbol~k 
3) The Charter 
4) a Jn ily n;;;wspr~pcr 
32. v~hich of these regi·:ns is gl)v.:;rnod b.:r the. Trustt~(~ship c,,uncil 
33. 
cf the United Nations? 
l) Greece 
2) Jcrl.lS-Jlun 
3) Nett;.erlands India 
4\) Korea 
Unit8d N;.<ti~ns still c;:;r:n)t control at:·mic priv·:er because 
-5-
Th<:; Lnit,~·l Stc:tus G )Vcrn,::(..nt has c >nt"L·ol 'lf ell c;tr•mic pl;wer 
···~···· 
•••••••• 
•••••••• 
•••••••• Tho l) 
2) 
3) 
4) 
i'h1.; Ji.t ~·raic .2-ncr~xy r;c,J::!!.::~ssi'm rn01,1bers nrE' n:-1t qu::tlifi8'J f·';r their t;:;sks 
.tuesu: has t:t<. secr~e.t ''f' thw ~~tot"\ b·•mb. 
Unit('d Sta r.r::os :m· 1 i1uss5.' disagrc(.; c•n pl<"ns f::.r C<Jntrnlling ,,t;;r'lic power 
34. ~~hich (Jf the:; .f::ll·:w•in:~ acti.,ns ccncerninf' Sp<:dn NiiS tr.lcen in tho 
35. 
1950 G...:ncnl i~sso;:cbly 
l) .F'r:mcn' s :~uv:o-.r;1lacnt Si1:mld be ndmitted to t.hc United Nati.::ns 
2) Th<: b·.:u Ai:ninst r.hplcLl<itic r·~lati-·ns with Spc:in was lift(.jd 
3) Th~:.:; Uni t~C;d I·>· tions 3h·;cll:·J us•·, arr~1'-'· l f ~rcc in Spain 
4) Ur;i tL.d l~ati ms n•.X'l~\;rseh ml-1 nnt tradt.. with Spnin 
Ttn 
all 
l) 
2) 
3) 
4) 
Unitud N;Lticns h::.s been active in settling Jisputes betwot.:n 
the; fnllrwinc cxcL~pt 
Gr~;;o.;;c:, c'n<l th::. B:;l;c-::ms 
Irdir'' .ctn:i Palcistun 
Isr.'l~.;l awl J:,r<.i•)n 
Franc c c::.rrl United StE; tc.s 
36. iihich ,'JnG :)f tnc; f~,lLwing it0r1S still 'JWttit <lctiun by tho 
Uni t.1.:d K3ti,•r .. s? 
l) Th<. futur;· c:f r•)ri'ir)SE; and K0re:.J 
2) :Gl.:cti1n nf a United r~atbns 1-'resicknt for 1951 
3) Appr )y;,l.l ·lf thl::; bu dvet 
4) t;xtensinn -.1f the terr:1 t)f tho;; S<>cret:,_:ry-(hner.'ll 
•••••••• 
•••••••• 
•••••••• 
31, Unit~...-d NA.tions .. ~rnc.:d l';:>rccs w&rc SE::mt n/<dnst th.:: N,)rth KJre<ln 
• Cormnmists by 
l) The Uni t,;d r:atLms Gtmer '1 ;.ss;.;nbly 
2) 'I'h·~ Unite,J St8tt..S .<i.!'my 
3) 'I'h(J Allies of ;10rld ~iar II 
'4) The Unit~.;:d Nation's Sfccurity C:mncil 
38. The; united Statt-s reprLOsE:nt."ltivL in thi:: Sc.curity C;uncil is 
l) .c,lc<m ~,1• :\, :c s•.wcl t 
39. 
2) ))u:n l;.chcscm 
3) l.<trrcn A.ustin 
4) Ft.rn'lrd B;.oruch 
The F·)O•l nnJ J• :;ricul tun-' 
gi vcn tht:. J!L;st .:ttcntion 
l) Cana:ia 
· 2) Bas tern Eurc·p~.:; 
3) 'lhc Fnr }!.:::.st 
4) South ,;,;,loricr• 
0.!'5~anizati•·n of the Uni t"d Natiuris has 
' to impr,:vin:-; f:1r~•1in!~ in 
40. Tht: Unitu! Nations hr;s rCif'usE;d membership to 
41.. 
42. 
1) IsrDd 
2) The .h.::>plo' s H..::public of Cbina 
3) Gr':.;b'CC 
4) Yu;~:)slavia 
lrhic.h cf th.: fell 1vlinf would givt:> the b<;St infor::1atic•n about current 
actions of the DnitGJ Nations? 
l) Thu spc,;chcs c:f Prt.:sidcnt Trwnan 
2) tt-2 daily ni;:cmpaper 
3) Th'-' Chart,jr of the. United Nati·:;~s 
4. ) y,·ur s•)cir.tl stu·Iics tl;Xtb . .)ck 
V,h.::~t has be..;n tht- chief 11 stumblin~~ block" tc th-:; success of the 
United H<,~tions? 
-6-
......... 
•••••••• 
•••••••• 
•• • .••• t. 
·····~· 
l) Al1 me:nb:,rs L· n.·.t appr.wc ·A the UnitC;.j Status as a. met~ting pl~co 
2) J-~11 r.;cr..bi::lrs ,,lc nc:t un·krstan,~ the lnn?uag·es usud 
43. 
3) 
4) 
ii.ll n'itims J,_, nc)t bel(,Di? 
The bi~~ "pc,wc:r mlti•ms" have been un3blE to c _,;:;parato 
In V')tin::· in the General l1.S~8I::tbly oach nation has 
1) 
2) 
3) 
4) 
or11.. v:•tc; 
r~s rr;-:m~r v.: tes as reprcsent.··.ti ves 
vot- s in pr··•!:l •rti -n t-• p·•pulation 
<lS 1::<lJV v-·_;te;s as <i v;:;n to it by th<:: Security Council 
.. , .. ~·· 
1:6 
~ 
' ' 
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44. ~•hich of tho fullowin;,;; is a "trust t.;;rritory"? 
••••••••• 
1) Put:rto Rico 
2) ForNosu 
3) Italian .Sor!;.tliland 
4) ~•lbiJnia 
45. The United l~<-ltions has been most successful in 
•••••••• 
1) settinr up r: Vi•)rl i n.rl'!l.Y <">i all m~;nber nntions 
2) furnishin[ cxpcri..:nce in C'1upt.;rP..tirm bet¥Y<>t.·n ni'l.tions 
3) SGttlinr the r!isputG between N<)rth and SGuth K'!rca 
4) prnvilint; .:: g~vern..'11Gnt for the world 
46. The non-parn<ment m>:.:nbers of the Security Council arv elected by ............. 
1) The General •• ssembly 
2) 'l'h~J Intt;rnr·t.i.r:;n:!.l c~.urt cf Justice 
3) The S•..:curi ty C,mncil 
4) 'l'he Zcon.)N.ic iml s;)Cii'll c.)uncil 
\ 
Visitors to the Unit~d N.<ltirms nectings are able to understand 47-. •••••••• 
the spi;:]cches because 
1) intcrpr~..-t·2rs 1':rc stati·.lDt;~! P.t every s~at 
2) th8 spnccht;:;s Lrc all :.Jade in th., .t.ne:lish lanp.unge 
3) listL;nl:.;)rs use eo;rphoncs an l chJose a listcnintJ; langu;:we 
4) the sp<::echos are written ;-m i passed to each list<;:ner 
48. UntiJ. tht> new Unitt:d Nations Hddquc.rtE:rs is cot1plded, the main •••••••• 
49. 
5o. 
offices <'ere in 
1) 
2) 
3) 
Pnris 
London 
San Fr:1ncisc0 
4) L2lw Success 
Thu 
by 
1) 
2) 
3) 
4) 
Tha 
1) 
2) 
3) 
4) 
LGDf!U8 of' Nations C<)ntributerl to our pr0sent W:Jrlrl cooperati~m • •. • • • •. 
prevcntin5 the uutbrcalt ·)f :hrl-1 ~i:>.r II cli:l.m:: Eur)pe::::n c•mntries 
brinzin{' ab':·ut pence butweu;, J<:>pan and Cl-lina 
!-~t.:ttin;,: nc:ti,ms to wnr!( tvgether :m Sc>ci;il :mll t.:conotnic problems 
startinr .·;. W·JrL~ (irl<miz~ti:m Gf nll m~tir:ns on Garth 
success r:f th<¥ Un~ tec1 Netinns depends on 
th~o; eilit;~ry p.;vv:;r :>f the .mernber nati·.ms 
the lctd'lnlnati<:m of all m:.ti':lns to make it succeed 
the ;,w~mnt c f mtmey m:tLle RVailable for its use 
thu number. o.f natirms that are allowed membership 
.......... 
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